How can visitors
contribute to improving
the sustainability and
validation of the promise
made by the SLOVENIA
GREEN Brand?
Being aware that your actions affect the environment,
local communities and the conservation of natural
and cultural heritage. The “Green directions”, which
you follow, help to reduce the negative impact of
tourism and help to strengthen the reputation of
the SLOVENIA GREEN brand:

Feel the green vibe
before arriving in
Slovenia and Bela
Krajina.
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Visiting one of the greenest destinations on the
planet is a responsible decision. Slovenia is the
first fully-rated green country according to Green
Destinations standards. Bela krajina is also the
recipient of the Slovenia Green sign. Try to find out
as much as possible about Slovenia, Bela Krajina and
its traditions. Get to know Slovenia and Bela Krajina
before you even get here.
Travel by train or bus or choose an airline that invests
in reduction of carbon footprint programs.
Enhance your vacation with green - spend the night
with the green provider! Book your vacation in
accommodation with international and national
Slovenia Green certification. In Bela Krajina, this is the
Bela Krajina - Podzemelj Camp ***, where they strive
for sustainable action; treat waste water, waste and
energy responsibly. They mostly employ locals who
will be happy to share any local story with you.

Travel green
Nature and landscape

Environment and contract
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ͳͳ Feel Bela Krajina as a green outdoor home. Together
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Visit the green natural parks and stroll through the rich
flora and fauna of the Kolpa and Lahinja Regional parks.
Help the delicate natural balance in the protected areas
of Slovenia’s nature to be preserved by walking on the
hiking paths and well-marked trails. Any walk outside
the intended path can lead to biotic imbalance. You
can contact the TIC tourist offices in Črnomelj, Metlika
and Semič for a hiking route plan.
In Bela Krajina, we strive for the conservation and
breeding of bears, so when you enter their habitat,
act carefully and respect the signs. Do not try to feed
animals in the forest. For the most beautiful wildlife
experience we recommend you book a tour with a
licensed local guide, who will take you to the heart of
the animal kingdom without harming it.
Instead of taking the car to discover Bela Krajina,
discover it on bicycle. For this purpose, cycling routes
are also marked. They vary by difficulty. You can also
rent electric bikes.
Bela Krajina was made for easy exploration, as we have
a network of more than 25 marked footpaths. Stay on
the paths and they will lead you safely to the finishing
line.
Wild flowering meadows are pastures for native
Slovenian bees, as Slovenia is one of the countries
with the most bees in the world, so avoid trampling
the grass or tearing the flowers. Visit TIC Črnomelj,
Metliko or Semič, where friendly informants will reveal
you the hidden spots of Bela Krajina with its amazing
views and at the same time you will not interfere with
the environment.
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we can make sure it stays clean and tidy. Take care
of separate collection of waste and take it to places
accessible to municipal utilities. If you are hiking in
the hills, take your litter with you back to the valley.
Water is clean and drinkable all over Slovenia, as
the right to clean drinking water is determined by
the constitution. It is recommended that you buy
a reusable water bottle in Slovenia so you can fill it
with clean drinking water wherever you go. During
the summer months you can find water sources all
over Bela Krajina where you can fill up your bottle
with clean drinking water.
Help us preserve the wealth of water resources
by taking a short shower instead of a bath and by
closing the tap while brushing your teeth.
Help us contribute to energy saving by using the
towels or bedding more than once.
Choose soaps, cosmetics and other cleaning
products that are environmentally-friendly and do
not harm nature or its sensitive ecosystems. Even if
the cosmetics packaging is almost empty, use them
to the end and take them home with you.
If your device breaks down or runs out of power
during travel, take it to a separate collection bin.
Let the environment and nature catch their signals.
When possible, disconnect all electronic and other
devices from the sockets.

Culture and tradition
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For thousands of years, the Slovenian language has
helped to preserve Slovenian culture and sovereignty.
Try to learn some basic words and phrases and put
a smile on the faces of your Slovenian hosts all over
the country. (hello = dober dan, thank you = hvala,
How are you = kako si/ste, that is so good - to je zelo
dobro).
Buy local, in local stores with Slovenian products and
produce. In Bela Krajina, local products are available
at the TIC Črnomelj, Metlika and Semič tourist offices,
where you can choose between handicraft and
artisan products that show off the skills of traditional
craftsmanship, and the taste of home-grownness
is captured in the produce and delicacies from the
countryside. All the goodies and products carry
the noble message of our ancestors and the home
environment, and are a suitable gift for your relatives
and friends.
Support local producers. Within the Bela Krajina
Open Door it is possible to taste and buy home-made
delicacies and products directly from the providers.
As part of “Tastes of Bela krajina” taste the cuisine
of this region by tasting ten typical dishes in selected
inns of Bela Krajina. Taste the delicacies!
Local guides, who are familiar with all 4 seasons of
nature, a whole year of cultural experiences and
events, will best introduce you to the Slovenian
culture. Get in contact with them in the TIC Črnomelj,
Metlika and Semič, where they will help choose the
best experience and guide for yourself.
While in Bela Krajina, visit museums, galleries,
cultural houses and collections and contribute to the
preservation of the top quality works of art of Bela
Krajina culture and art.
Visit traditional activities and events that will bring
you closer to Slovenian habits, customs and traditions.
In Bela Krajina, you cannot miss the biggest folklore
festival Jurjevanje, which is also rich in cultural and
ethnographic heritage of the wider world. As part
of the Vinska Vigred event you can get to know Bela
Krajina’s top wines and the Semiška ohcet, which
preserves local customs.

Keep green Slovenia
and Bela krajina in
your hearts
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The handiwork of local creators is the most beautiful
souvenir. You can get traditional handcrafted souvenirs
in the tourist offices TIC Črnomelj, Metlika and Semič.
Share your positive experiences with friends and help
us spread the green thought.
Share your experiences in Slovenia and Bela Krajina on
social networks and use #ifeelsLOVEnia, #belakrajina
and #discoverbelakrajina hashtags.
Open your heart to green habits and practice them at
home.
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GREEN TIPS TO
VISIT DESTINATION

BELA KRAJINA
Slovenia is known as a green land, as it tells the green
story. Bela Krajina shares the same story through
embracing green nature and green activities. Under
the “Green Scheme of Slovenian Tourism” we
realize green policies and create green experiences.
This national program also awards the SLOVENIA
GREEN sign, the promise of a green future.

